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In Sickness and in Health

HERBAL MURAL

Laid out around an 18th-century residential palace whose 452 rooms are spread over 28 buildings, Ludwigsburg is a miniature German city rich with sumptuous baroque treasures. When architects Peter Ippolito and Günter Fleitz were asked to remodel the interior of the city’s Linden Apotheke, they were keen on counterbalancing all this ornamental grandeur with fresh contemporary design. Apart from the granite floor – a reference to the cobbledstone streets of ancient Ludwigsburg – the new Linden Pharmacy exudes a distinctly modern, serene feel. Lit front and back, merchandise is displayed against a clean backdrop of continuous white-painted MDF shelving units with rounded corners, complemented by curving transitions between walls and ceiling. In the centre of the room, three rotatable merchandise stands highlight seasonal products, but the real focal point of the pharmacy is a sales counter that projects boldly from both sides of a central supporting column. The smooth lines and monochrome palette of the interior generate a calm setting that welcomes the colourful mural moving across the ceiling and continuing along the upper areas of the walls. Created in collaboration with textile designer Monica Trenkler, the painting depicts 11 medicinal herbs portrayed in a mix of classic colours and contemporary forms. The interior is an accurate spatial translation of naturopathy – a therapy relying exclusively on natural products and remedies, which is Linden’s specialty – and of the feeling of personal wellbeing associated with it.
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